Environment Agency Charge proposals from 2018
We are the Environment Agency. We protect and improve the environment. Acting to reduce the impacts of a changing climate on people and wildlife is at the heart of everything we do. We reduce the risks to people, properties and businesses from flooding and coastal erosion. We protect and improve the quality of water, making sure there is enough for people, businesses, agriculture and the environment. Our work helps to ensure people can enjoy the water environment through angling and navigation. We look after land quality, promote sustainable land management and help protect and enhance wildlife habitats. And we work closely with businesses to help them comply with environmental regulations. We can't do this alone. We work with government, local councils, businesses, civil society groups and communities to make our environment a better place for people and wildlife.
Foreword

The Environment Agency carries out a wide range of regulatory services fundamental to the way we protect the environment. These services include flood and coastal erosion risk management, regulation of water quality and abstraction, waste, pollution prevention and navigation.

We know it works - England is a much cleaner and greener place as a result of our activities.

We charge the businesses we regulate for this work; however, this amount doesn’t now fully cover the cost of our activities.

We set up a programme of work called the Strategic Review of Charges to reform our charging schemes for 2018-23. We want to ensure we have charges in place that work better for business and the environment, to reduce reliance on grant in aid income from the taxpayer, and are financially sustainable.

We have reviewed the way we regulate and the charges we set, to help us make it as easy as possible for businesses to do the right thing. We plan to ensure our charges are more closely linked to the cost of regulation.

We are committed to making sure our charges are fair and transparent, and reflect the full cost of providing our chargeable services. Most of our charges have been fixed for at least six years or more and some don’t fully reflect the costs of providing the service.

We work on the following principles:
- regulation should be based on risk
- cost recovery is required for all schemes and regulatory activities
- we will continue to make efficiencies in the services we deliver
- we will introduce new chargeable services that benefit customers if they choose to pay for them

Consultation

As a result of our review we are proposing to replace the current Environmental Permitting (EP) Charging Scheme (effective from 1 April 2014) and most of the Operational Risk Appraisal (OPRA) assessment except the compliance scoring where applicable.

This consultation sets out our new approach to charging.

We have also reviewed a number of other charging schemes. We have also identified areas where we offer or can offer a discretionary charged service.

We will continue to review this approach throughout that time and if we need to change it due to unforeseen circumstances or additional duties we will consult again.

By introducing this new charging proposal. We will:
- significantly simplify the way customers work out their charges - our current system is complicated and done in a different way for different regimes; the new one will be the same basis for everyone
- make sure people pay for the regulatory service they receive and this is what will cause the most change in costs for our charge payers
- offer optional enhanced services that customers may want to use
- reduce reliance on taxpayer funds currently needed to support our regulatory work
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1. About this consultation

1.1. What we are consulting on

We are consulting on proposals to make changes to a number of our charging schemes, setting charges for the period 2018-2023. The changes proposed aim to: sustain and improve our customer services and regulatory activity; move to full cost recovery for our work; implement a simpler, fairer and more transparent charges scheme; and deal with elevated environmental risks.

We would like to seek your views and analysis so that we can understand the impacts and benefits, as you consider them, of the proposals. This includes if you consider these proposals to have any significant economic impacts or perceive any barriers to market entry. If there are significant impacts, we would like to hear from you about any mechanisms you think could be used to mitigate these effects. Please include this information in your response to any relevant consultation questions. We would also like to hear any suggestion on how we can improve these proposals.

The consultation seeks views on charging proposals for the majority of our regulated regimes.

We are significantly simplifying the way customers work out their charges for regimes within the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2016 (EPR), including waste, water discharges and installations. Our current system is very complicated and done in a different way for different regulatory regimes. The new one will be much the same for everyone. In addition, to ensure that we have a mechanism to recover the cost of activities over and above expected levels we have proposed to enable charging for this work on a time and materials basis. We also propose that for customers wishing to receive additional services for advice and guidance we will also charge them on a time and materials basis. We are making sure everyone pays for the service they receive and this will cause some changes in costs for some businesses.

Changes to charges are also being proposed for some other regimes including the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Regulations, discretionary Planning Advice, Control of Major Accident Hazards (COMAH) Regulations and the EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS). As with the EPR proposals the proposals are focussed on ensuring that charges cover the costs of our regulatory activities. This will lead to an increase in charges for some customers regulated within these regimes.

We are also seeking views on the principles we intend to follow when we fundamentally review our Navigation charges. We intend to consult on Navigation charges in 2018.

For abstraction charging, we have set out our plans and aspirations for a future reform of our abstraction charging scheme that will accompany the forthcoming reform of the abstraction licensing regime. This is in addition to proposals to amend certain water abstraction charges from 1 April 2018. We welcome comments on this in advance of a future consultation.

The changes proposed can be implemented without a change of legislation in Parliament. We have existing legal powers to make charging schemes in relation to our environmental permitting, and other functions which cover the present proposals. These powers are in sections 41 to 43 of the Environment Act 1995 and require charging schemes to be subject to public consultation and to be approved both by the Secretary of State and HM Treasury, before being made. If approved by the Secretary of State, Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), we will publish them and the majority of them will come into effect on 1 April 2018.

1.1.1. Background

We have not undertaken a review and set of proposals on this scale before. While some of our charges are relatively new, others have not been fundamentally reviewed in 25 years. Whilst delivering efficiency has enabled us to absorb some of the increases in our costs that have happened since charges were previously set, this is no longer feasible on such a large scale. A review is necessary now because some of our charges are not cost reflective as they could be and do not fully cover the costs of our activities. We also think the structure of charges could be improved to be simpler and more flexible.
As part of this review we have undertaken an assessment of our regulatory activities to understand how we can be more effective and provide a greater benefit to business. This includes getting the right balance across our regulatory activities including permitting, site-based compliance inspections and off-site assessment and support.

We have followed HM Treasury’s Managing Public Money and Classification of Receipts guidance when calculating the costs of our regulatory services and setting our charges. We structure our charges to balance simplicity of use with precision of charge level. Our approach has been based on assessing full cost recovery, identifying efficiencies and exploring opportunities to improve the service we offer.

**Environmental Permitting Regulation (EPR) permits**

The Environmental Permitting Regulations apply to a range of activities covering: waste management; industrial processes; discharges of treated effluents to the water environment; flood and coastal risk management; and radioactive substances.

Across these activities there are over 100,000 permits that have been issued, of which 70,000 are within scope of this review as they are ongoing, chargeable operations.

The Regulations also effect some control over tens of thousands of other, generally lower risk activities by imposing controls on specific activities that are exempt from permitting and may be covered by ‘general binding rules’.

**Other permits and approvals covered by this consultation**

Water abstraction: there are 1,684 water abstraction licence holders (from domestic households and Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) to multi-national companies) who pay annual subsistence charges in the Thames regional charging area (only those licence holders are affected by the proposed 2018 changes).

Control of Major Accidents and Hazards (COMAH): there are 640 COMAH sites in England. Of these an approximately 120 sites are involved in the refining, manufacturing or supply of fuels, 280 are involved in chemicals manufacture and 240 are involved in warehousing and distribution of fuels and chemicals.

European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS): there are 740 installations plus 140 aviation operators.

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE): over 5,300 producers of Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE) are registered with the Environment Agency. Currently 29 Environment Agency-approved Producer Compliance Schemes are in operation in England. Of businesses receiving, treating and recycling WEEE there are 173 Approved Authorised Treatment Facilities (AATFs) and 51 Approved Exporters (AEs) in England.

### 1.2. What this consultation means to you

As a result of this review and ensuring our charges reflect our costs and our regulatory effort, most of our existing charge payers will see a change in their bill; some of them will see substantial changes. Consequently we think that this consultation will be of particular interest to:

- operators, trade associations and businesses that we regulate under the regimes described above
- other regulators, the public, community groups and non-governmental organisations with an interest in environmental issues

Throughout this consultation document there are specific questions which we welcome your feedback on.

#### 1.2.1. EPR Permit holders/operators

If you hold an environmental permit please read Sections 3 and 4 of this consultation. Within those sections are subsections on applications for new permits, changes to a current permit, and transferring and surrendering permits. There are also subsections on subsistence charges. Following that are subsections divided into regimes and sectors. If for example you have a flood...
risk activity then please read the general subsections and then the specific subsection on flood risk activities.

You will also need to read the guidance to the EPR charging scheme and the charging tables which are divided out again into regime and sectors. Once you have found your activities you will then be able to see the charges for all types of application and the subsistence charges for it.

1.2.2. Other charging schemes
Please read section 5 of this consultation. This is divided into the specific areas covered by the scheme (see contents list for page number) with details of the charging proposals. Each section is followed by a number of Consultation questions.

1.2.3. Discretionary charged services
Section 6 covers services which we propose to offer as discretionary chargeable services. They are: EPR discretionary pre application service; Definition of Waste service; spatial planning advice; and marine licensing advice. Each section is followed by a number of Consultation questions.

1.2.4. Future charge proposals
Section 7 signposts future proposals.

1.3. Next steps and supporting material
This consultation is your opportunity to contribute towards the development of these charging proposals. Once we have considered all the consultation responses and made any changes we will produce a consultation response document. We hope to be able to bring the new charging schemes into force on 1 April 2018.

The EPR charging scheme and guidance
The Environment Agency (Environmental Permitting) (England) Charging Scheme 2018 (the EPR Charging Scheme) covers a number of complex issues and therefore draft supporting guidance has been produced. It covers the different types of operations that require a permit under EPR and what charges apply.

Both the EPR charging scheme and the accompanying guidance are included in this consultation.

The EPR charging scheme will include the Tables of Application and Subsistence Charges in a Schedule. For consultation purposes, the Schedule is included as a separate document.

Other charging schemes and guidance
The Environment Agency (Waste - Miscellaneous) (England) Charging Scheme 2018 (which includes the proposals for revised WEEE charges) and the Environment Agency (EU Emissions Trading Scheme) (England) Charging Scheme, are also included in this consultation.

Guidance relating to the WEEE and EU ETS proposals, as well as all the other proposals in this consultation, is within the consultation document and will then form the basis of webpage guidance on Gov.uk.
2. Setting our charges

2.1. Our charges - our aims

We charge to make sure we can cover our costs when exercising our regulatory functions.

Those functions consist of:

• services that we make available to all in the regulated community, which are accessed ‘on demand’
• other activities we tailor in a planned way to ensure we deploy our resources effectively and efficiently to achieve the aims of the regulations

This means:

• We receive full cost recovery, to include administration, environmental planning and assessment, registration, monitoring, permitting and compliance assessment (plus associated corporate costs) with no cross-subsidy between regimes
• Our charges reflect our regulatory effort
• Cost recovery is stable from one year to the next, and charges are broadly predictable and don't create perverse behaviours
• Customers understand the basis for our charges and what level of charge and service they can expect from us
• We can demonstrate that we are cost-effective, and deliver ongoing efficiency gains for both us and our customers
• Our charging schemes reflect the requirements of HM Treasury’s Managing Public Money guidance

2.2. Our current charging schemes

Environmental Permitting

The Environmental Permitting Regulations brought together several previous permitting systems into one so we already have a commonality in our approach to regulating these activities. There were also several relevant charging systems, however these were not reviewed at that time to fully reflect our new ways of working. For example, one of the existing charging systems (for discharges to water) has not changed significantly since its implementation in 1992.

The current use of the Operator Risk Assessment (OPRA), Charges for Discharges (CfD), Tier 2 charges and look-up tables has led to a complex set of calculations so that arriving at the correct application charge needs a degree of skill on an operator’s part, or assistance from us in pre-application discussions.

For EPR activities particularly, we are aiming to implement simpler and more consistent charging arrangements.

Other charging schemes

For other activities not under the EPR (such as EU ETS, Navigation, Water abstraction, COMAH and WEEE) see section 2.5.

2.3. How we have approached the review of charges for EPR regimes

We looked through the permits under the various regulatory regimes in EPR (Waste, Installations, Water Discharges, Radioactive Substances Regulation, and Flood Risk Consents) to reflect on our different levels of regulatory effort.
The factors that can define our approach at a regulated facility are:

- the nature of the activity
- the scale of the activity
- the location of the activity in relation to the risk posed to the local environment (applications only)

We reviewed our permitting and compliance work, with the use of time recording and expert judgement, to assess our different levels of regulatory effort. We use a mix of different regulatory interventions to assess different applications, to ensure that permits are complied with and standards remain appropriate.

All permitted activities have been placed into categories based on our regulatory approach and effort to control the risks posed by the operation (e.g. balance of on-site versus off-site regulation) and therefore the different costs of regulation.

All told, our proposals now include some 250 permit categories (annual subsistence charges) and some 275 different application charges. Supplements may also apply. This compares to over 3,000 different subsistence and application charges levied under our existing charging systems.

We will charge either using fixed charges where costs are known up front and are payable at the point of application, or use a time and materials approach which allows us to use a pre-calculated hourly rate for work of variable lengths and invoiced accordingly.

**New Application charges**

Activities that we undertake each time we issue a particular permit are included in our baseline application charge. Additional assessments that may be needed will be charged as additional components. The range of additional components that could apply is listed in Section 2.1.12 of the Guidance to the EPR Charging Scheme. Examples include: sensitive locations assessment for sites designated under the Habitats Directive, or Fire Prevention Plans where the waste types and activities covered by the application would lead us to believe there is a risk of waste fires.

Levying additional supplementary charges for only those applications that involve more complex considerations also means that we can offer the most cost reflective ‘baseline application charge’ for the simpler applications, which can reduce barriers to entry and encourage growth.

We have tested this approach and have found it to be much simpler and faster to calculate than the previous OPRA based system.

The specific application baseline charges are detailed in the Application charges tables.

Supplementary application charges are described in section 2 of the Guidance to the EPR Charging Scheme.

**New Subsistence charges**

To ensure full subsistence cost recovery, we reviewed each category of permit in each sector to quantify the effort required for effective regulation. The breadth and diversity of activities requiring permits means that there is significant tailoring of our regulatory activity to different permitted activities.

In common with our application charges approach above, we considered both the work of our operator facing teams who deliver the most visible aspects of our regulation, and also that of the other teams who are contributors, within the Environment Agency and the Defra family.

The specific baseline charges are detailed in the Subsistence charges tables.

As with application charges we are proposing some fixed cost supplementary subsistence charges, to recover costs for more unusual or one-off events, including a ‘first year charge’ (See Section 4.6.2 of this document) and a charge for the review of a waste recovery plan (See Section 4.3.2 of this document). These too are described in the Guidance to the EPR Charging Scheme.
2.4. Supplementary time and materials charges
Our wholly predictable and planned regulatory activity can be funded through fixed annual subsistence and application charges as described above.

We also intend to use time and materials, at a defined hourly rate, or other supplementary fixed charges, where we incur unusual and less predictable costs dealing with specific customers. This approach will allow more targeted and timelier cost recovery for resource deployed over and above that planned and recovered via baseline charges.

This enables us to target the recovery of costs in-year from the responsible person for unusual activity and events that are not part of the usual planned regulatory activity at all sites. An example of this would be the follow-up work assessing reports or fresh proposals, related to ‘improvement conditions’ imposed in a permit variation. This work is independent of activity covered by our baseline charges and seeks only to recover additional costs we incur in year on a case by case basis.

The circumstances in which we’d apply fixed charges and time and material supplementary charges are specified in section 4. Further information is within the consultation and related guidance documents. In each circumstance the customer will have a clear indication of when supplementary charging will apply. In the case of time and material charging, this provision will only be used in specific, limited circumstances. We will notify operators when they are entering time and materials supplementary charging, and keep them informed of estimated costs of ongoing supplementary work.

Consultation question

1. Do you agree with the proposals to charge fixed charges where we have greater certainty over costs and time and materials in other instances?
   - ☐ Yes
   - ☐ No
   - ☐ Not applicable
   If not, please explain why.

2.5. How we have approached the review of charges for other regimes and discretionary services
For other activities not under the EPR (such as EU ETS, Navigation, Water abstraction, COMAH and WEEE) we followed a similar approach to that above. We:

- assessed our current regulatory system or service and how much resource we need
- identified all the activities carried out to deliver our statutory duties, and the outputs produced by those activities
- explored any simplification opportunities available that could make our desired activity even more cost-beneficial
- developed charges for new services, where applicable

2.6. How have we modelled our charges
We are required to follow HM Treasury’s Managing Public Money (MPM) and Classification of Receipts guidance when calculating the costs of our services and setting our charges. These guidance documents ensure that all government departments and public bodies collect and spend
your charges correctly by setting out what we can, and cannot, charge for. HM Treasury scrutinise all our proposals against these rules.

We have modelled the costs required to regulate permits in a consistent manner across all our major regimes (with the exception of water abstraction). Modelling for our remaining regimes will follow.

The diagram below shows the types of cost that are included in our modelled charge proposals.

**Direct delivery costs**

Direct delivery costs can be delivered locally, for example by area or water catchment experts, or nationally by specialist teams such as our National Permitting Service.

We have modelled our revised charges based on our assessment of the time we need to spend on our regulatory activities for each permit category in each regime, and the average grade mix of the teams that will carry out the tasks. Our baseline activities have been assessed by considering operators that are compliant with their permit conditions. The proposed charges are then calculated based on our average hourly cost of the staff undertaking these activities (including National Insurance and pension costs), and other costs identified in MPM guidance as recoverable, such as travel. We use data on actual current costs to inform (but not determine) the future level of these costs in our models. These costs are attributable directly to the customer, either as a cost for a particular permit category or as an hourly rate.

**Indirect costs – support services to enable direct delivery of work**

These are services provided across all our chargeable and non-chargeable work, whose costs are recoverable under MPM guidance. Without support services, a regulatory regime and charging scheme could not operate.

During 2010 to 2017, we have delivered two major reorganisations to reduce expenditure and increase efficiency, centralising services where appropriate. As a result some of our direct delivery
activities now operate from within our indirect functions, such as guidance development for delivery staff.

All our staff, whether operational staff who do the “front line” work or support staff need such services as:

- training
- technical support and guidance
- legal advice to ensure they operate within the law
- HR policies and advice from HR business partners for line managers
- transactional finance staff to raise invoices, deal with payment queries and chase payments
- financial planning, performance monitoring, statutory accounting and auditing
- fully functioning and maintained buildings
- IT systems and communication devices to do their work, store work securely and an IT helpdesk and other resources to resolve technical problems

Some of these services are now being delivered by the new Defra Corporate Service as part of the Defra Transformation Programme. Future efficiency savings due to be delivered by this new consolidated service have been included in the charge proposals. All of Defra’s delivery bodies are required to recover their relevant share of the Defra Corporate Service costs from their charge payers.

The services that remain delivered by Environment Agency staff exist to support the whole of our business, both direct and indirect functions. They are not always easily allocated directly back to specific sources of income but nevertheless we are required under MPM guidance to ensure that all charge payers make a fair contribution to indirect costs. In order to do this therefore we apportion indirect costs across all funding streams in proportion to their annual revenue costs.

**Fixed costs**

We have some fixed costs within the Environment Agency that are not variable to changes in staff activity levels, or volume of work increasing or decreasing. They can be contracts that have to be paid regardless of our activity levels. These are included in our modelling to ensure we recover the total of the fixed cost, including any contractual increases which are often linked to the Consumer Prices Index (CPI).

**Financing costs**

We are required to include the depreciation and cost of capital related to the fixed assets used by each regulatory regime. These assets include specific assets used exclusively by the regimes, and a proportion of corporate assets (such as IT systems and buildings) used by many regimes. We calculate the annual depreciation charge by using the net book value and remaining asset life. The cost of capital is calculated as 3.5% of the average net book value throughout the year.

**Bad debt**

We are required to include a provision for bad debts in our charges, to cover unpaid charges that we cannot recover through our normal debt recovery process. An example of this would be where a company has gone into liquidation. The level of bad debt varies by charging scheme due to different levels of credit risk.

**Cost pressures**

We have built inflation into our proposals at the current government CPI projections, with the exception of pay inflation which has been capped at 1% per annum. Staff costs form the majority of our direct costs. We have also overlaid efficiency savings where we have change programmes already planned for (see Efficiency Savings section below).

We are proposing to hold our charges unchanged through the 5 year period, with inflation expected to be offset by efficiency savings. Should our assumptions for inflation and efficiency programmes prove to be materially out of line with actual results, the Environment Agency would
bear a significant financial impact. We therefore propose to review our charges mid-way through the 5 year period to ensure we are not materially over-recovering or under-recovering our costs. A typical breakdown of our costs for each regulatory regime is illustrated in the following pie chart:

Distribution of charge income

2.7. Efficiency savings

2.7.1. Plans for future efficiencies
We have plans for future efficiency measures, which have been reflected in our charge proposals. Examples include:

- savings from the Corporate Services changes delivered through Defra’s Transformation Programme
- undertaking a strategic review of environmental monitoring and implementing Defra Group’s Digital transformation
- working with Defra Digital Services to trial a new system for the Waste Industry to make application and management of permits more efficient
• various industries, led by landfill, will be able to submit their monitoring compliance data digitally using the Data Returns Service - this will simplify our customer interactions and eliminate technical and process duplication

2.8. Transition from existing scheme to proposed scheme
We propose to implement the proposed charges from 1 April 2018. The intent is that from that date the new charging provisions will apply to our future regulatory actions. However, ‘fully paid for’ regulatory activities that are in progress having been commenced before that date, will be completed under the remit of the existing charging scheme.

For example, this means that applications received before 1 April 2018 will pay application charges due under the existing scheme. There may be subsequent supplementary charges due where advertising is necessary, or where applications are subsequently amended by the applicant. These supplements would have been due under the existing scheme and will continue to be due under the proposed scheme at the same charge. No new supplements due under the new scheme will apply to such applications, so we would not, for example levy supplementary charges relating to extended consultation for sites of high public interest.

Annual subsistence charges for existing permits will be levied at the proposed rates set out in this consultation for 2018/19. These baseline charges do not cover any unusual or exceptional regulatory effort that may be required. Hence, any additional work that we undertake after 1 April (for example in responding to exceptional pollution events; in assessing submissions made to us in response to permit conditions, etc) will incur supplementary charges as set out in this consultation.

We have proposed a supplementary charge to provide additional early engagement with a new operator. We propose to have a first year charge to cover the costs of an additional site visit and advice, when these sites first commence operations. This would apply to activities that commence after 1 April 2018.

Consultation Question

2. Please tell us if you have any comments about the proposed transitional arrangements outlined in section 2.8
3. Environmental Permitting
Regulatory approach

We want to have a common framework and consistent approach to define all the charge-funded activities that we need to deliver via the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2016 (EPR).

These activities currently are:

• flood risk activities
• groundwater activities
• installations
• mining waste operations
• radioactive substances activities
• waste operations
• water discharge activities
• medium combustion plant (expected to be included in EPR before 1st April 2018.

Our regulatory functions are strongly influenced by the specific risks posed by each regulated activity. These risks are usually a combination of:

• the nature of the activity
• the scale of the activity and the materials involved
• the location of the activity including the sensitivity of the receiving environment, and
• the way in which the activity is undertaken

3.1. Common Regulatory framework

We have taken a consistent approach to determine our proposed charges in that we have split permitted activities into categories that reflect the regulatory effort needed for the group of customers carrying on that activity. We have:

• assessed our desired level of activity in each regime including on-site and off-site regulatory work
• considered the value of the desired activity in delivering our regulatory duties, our role and in optimising outcomes
• explored any simplification opportunities available that could make our desired activity even more cost-beneficial
• determined which of the desired activities formed our baseline activity, as they were predictable and consistent, and which were supplementary, as activities that were not always required or were difficult to quantify
• worked out the costs of that desired level of activity
• developed charges for new services

By introducing this new charging proposal. We will:

• significantly simplify the way customers work out their charges - our current system is very complicated and done in a different way for different regimes; the new one will be the same basis for everyone
• make sure people pay for the regulatory service they receive - this is not always the case at the moment, and this is what will cause the most change in costs for our charge payers
• offer optional enhanced services that customers may want to use
• reduce reliance on taxpayer funds currently needed to support our regulatory work
3.1.1. Applications
When we receive an application we undertake a number of administrative checks to ensure that the application is complete. We:

• check that all sections of the application form is complete
• check that all required risk assessments and hazard management plans have been included
• compile additional information to assist in the subsequent technical determination - this includes location screening, Companies House checks, and previous convictions checks

We then start the technical assessment of the application, checking that the technical information submitted is sufficiently complete to allow the technical determination of the application to commence.

Throughout this process any errors or shortcomings are notified to the applicant and an opportunity is provided for them to be remedied.

We will assess the application for the inclusion of appropriate technical controls and standards. We will consult internal experts and, where appropriate, consult external partners.

Risk assessments and risk management plans for hazards such as noise, odour or fire risk will also be assessed. For some activities, an assessment of operator competence is also carried out to verify that they are likely to conduct the operation in accordance with the requirements of the permit.

Where additional information is required we will issue notices to obtain this.

Once we are satisfied that appropriate technical standards have been incorporated into a draft permit, and the applicant has provided sufficient evidence to give us confidence that they will operate the site in accordance with the permit and without causing pollution or harm, the draft will be shared with the applicant. Where appropriate we will carry out public consultation.

When this work is completed, the application is determined and the permit issued (or if necessary, refused). All necessary records are made, including updating the external public register.

3.1.2. Compliance
When a permit is in place we will undertake a number of different activities to check on the compliance with the conditions of that permit. In common with our permitting service approach, we consider both the activity within our teams which face the operators and deliver the most visible aspects of our regulation, but also the other teams which are contributors within the Environment Agency and the Defra family.

Our regulatory effort includes:

Inspection activities
Inspection is one of the most visible and tangible regulatory interventions. This includes the preparatory time spent by our officers (familiarising themselves with the permit conditions, the recent compliance history, compiling materials to pass onto and discuss with the operator).

The time on site may include undertaking visual observation, review of site operations and environmental systems, maintenance activities, training and competence of staff, measurement, sampling, discussion with and advising the operator.

There is post-inspection work too: recording the findings from the visit; recording any specific compliance issues raised; carrying out follow-up communication on any issues raised on-site with or by the operator; and placing of the necessary records on the public register.

Audit activities
More in-depth scrutiny of all or part of the activities on site is pivotal. The subject of the audits may be driven by site specific issues (complaints or other compliance history) or by learning from other similar sites giving rise to preventative programmes of work. Audits can require a team of officers so that different parts of processes can be scrutinised simultaneously. As with inspections there will be preparatory, on-site and post-audit activity.
Incident prevention, readiness and compliance response

Anticipating, advising on prevention, and providing an out-of-hours standby arrangement to respond to incidents, should they occur, is an important part of our role. This will often not be on site, and may be regime specific, a sectoral initiative or operator specific. If incidents occur our officers could be alerted by the operator, the emergency services or the public. Our response would depend on the significance and severity of the incident. In calculating baseline charges we have assumed that no serious incidents occur at the sites and that our regulatory effort for non-serious incidents would be suitably low-key.

Monitoring and data analysis

Most permits require monitoring by operators and the submission of data to us. That data is analysed in desk-based activity by our staff, with follow up contact with operators as required. We undertake a programme of environmental monitoring, so that the operator’s results (which are usually restricted to the immediate vicinity of the activity) can be set in the context of the wider environment and so the continuing acceptability of the permitted operation in that locality can be confirmed.

Permit maintenance

We have regulatory obligations to ensure that information concerning permits is placed on public registers. We need to keep records up to date, which includes dealing with notifications from operators that they have changed their company name or changed address for example. We also need to ensure that invoices are raised to provide operators with charging information and that bills are paid (or reminders sent and debts pursued). We also have to maintain records of inspections/audits, incidents, site communications and ensure these are recorded on our systems, and where appropriate placed on the public register.

Sector wide liaison

We aim to provide a nationally consistent service, so that operators of similar sites in different parts of the country have a level playing field in their market. Our national sector based approach, with groups of officers (Sector Groups), planning and delivering interventions across the sectors, informed by national engagement with respective Trade Associations, is our preferred means of delivering such consistency since we implemented this way of working in 2013.

Standard setting

One aspect of permit review that may require changes to permits is when expected standards of operation change. This may be driven by shifts in the local environment (for example, change in river flow trends due to climate change) or improved technology or scientific understanding (for example, when EU Commission ‘Best Available Techniques Reference Documents’ are revised for different regulated activities) that means it is economically feasible or otherwise imperative to reduce impacts of existing activities. Our officers advise operators of forthcoming changes to standards, so that they can make appropriate preparations.

Local Engagement

There is often a degree of local interest in the activities at the sites we regulate. Even at compliant sites, operating as we would expect, there is benefit to the operator in maintaining local liaison groups, which we are invited to attend. Where this is the norm within a permit category we have included this cost within our proposed charges.

On-demand services

Finally, we will also have considered the use and costs of our ‘on-demand’ services, such as our customer service centre, that can be telephoned at any time by operators or the public with queries about the sites we regulate, or when operators require assistance in locating guidance or standards.
3. Please tell us if you have any comments about the common regulatory framework outlined in section 3.1.
4. The model for the EPR charging scheme

Through our charging schemes we look to encourage good environmental compliance and particularly to meet the objective of cost reflectivity, where the level of charge reflects the level of regulatory effort.

We have designed a new risk-based charging model for activities permitted via Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2016 (EPR) which will support the regulatory approach and framework.

This new risk-based charging model no longer depends upon an OPRA profile for EPR installations, waste operations and mining waste activities. The new scheme also replaces the ‘Charges for discharges’ approach for surface water and groundwater discharges and the different charging provisions for Tier 2 activities, radioactive substances permits and flood risk activity permits. It will let us embed a consistent charging approach to activities regulated under EPR, and support a new, single EPR Charges scheme.

We anticipate that the removal of much of the OPRA system, in particular, would reduce administrative costs for charge payers. The need to develop an OPRA profile for each site to calculate application charges, and the ongoing need to check and confirm that profile to determine annual charges, will no longer apply and save time for businesses.

We would like your views on the potential impacts of no longer requiring OPRA profiles to be completed at the application stage and reviewed annually.

Consultation questions

4. We anticipate that there will be time saving for businesses if you no longer are required to complete an OPRA profile. Do you agree?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Don’t know
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

When an operator applies for some current permits they are required to make an OPRA profile.

5. How much time do you think will be saved by not having to complete an OPRA profile as part of a permit application? (in hours)
Each year an operator is required to review their OPRA profile for some current permits.

7. How much time do you think will be saved by not having to annually review your OPRA profile? (in hours, per year)

8. Who usually completes the annual review of your OPRA profile?

4.1. Overview

Using our common regulatory framework, we have assessed the effort we need to deploy to effectively regulate different categories of permits. First, we looked at our regulatory activities at the regime level within EPR (for example, water discharges or waste operations), then we created the permit categories within each regime listed in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. The categories each represent a group of operations where we need to deliver a common level of regulatory effort to determine applications and / or to secure on-going compliance.

The regulatory effort for each permit category was then applied to a financial model that captured the full costs required across our organisation to deliver the necessary regulation and this set the charges.

The resources needed to assess a permit application and those to assess the compliance of an operation during its lifetime can be very different. Therefore there are two models - one for
applications and one for subsistence/compliance - but both use the same common regulatory framework.

4.2. Baseline charges (application stage)
We aim to produce permits fit for purpose that deliver the legal requirements and set proportionate, risk-based standards in the permit.

We split permits into a number of different categories to reflect our different levels of regulatory effort at the permit application stage. Here the factors that consistently lead us to define our approach at a regulated facility are:

- the nature of the activity
- the scale of the activity
- the location of the activity in relation to the risk posed to the local environment (at application stage)

We have developed baseline charges for applications for all of our permit categories. These are listed in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. These fixed charges aim to cover the wholly predictable and planned regulatory activity that will always be required when determining applications in each category. Further details and consultation questions for regimes and sectors can be found in Section 4.9 of this document.

Corresponding permit variation, transfer and surrender charges for these permit categories are also set out in those tables (where applicable). The calculation of each of those charges (as a percentage of the application charge, or a fixed sum) is set out in the associated Guidance to the EPR Charging Scheme. Further details and consultation questions can be found in Section 4.3 below.

4.2.1. Pre-application advice across all EPR regimes and sectors
We recognise that providing good pre-application advice is an important part of the application process. We plan to retain some contribution to pre-application work within the baseline application fee to cover essential advice such as the type of permit required, signposting to application forms and what accompanying documents should be submitted. Any further advice at pre-application stage can be requested as part of our discretionary enhanced pre-application advice service - Section 4.3.1.

Consultation question

9. Do you agree with the proposal to include only basic pre-application advice in all of our application charges?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Not applicable

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

4.3. Supplementary charges (application stage)
Baseline application charges cover those regulatory costs that we would always expect to incur in determining an application in a particular permit category. Additional costs are incurred when applications have additional complexity. In such circumstances, we propose to levy additional supplementary charges. In this way the baseline application charges can be set at the minimum level.
4.3.1. Discretionary enhanced pre-application advice service
As described in Section 4.2.1, an element of advice would be provided as part of our application charges for Standard Rules and Bespoke permits. If an operator would like further advice on their application, we have proposed a discretionary time and materials charged service for our permitting pre-application advice across all regimes and sectors. The benefit of gaining an enhanced service from us would be to improve the quality of the application and gain advice on technical issues that might arise during the application process.

This discretionary enhanced service will be charged at £100 per hour.

The enhanced service could include face-to-face meetings and providing advice on the following, for example:

- complex modelling
- risk assessment preparation
- parallel tracking complex permits and models
- hazardous substances assessments or indicative limits up front
- monitoring requirements (including baseline)

Consultation question

10. Do you agree with the proposal for a discretionary enhanced pre-application advice service?
   □ Yes
   □ No
   □ Not applicable

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

4.3.2. Non-discretionary supplementary application charges
Supplementary charges that may be payable when an application is made are set out in the associated Guidance to the EPR Charging scheme.

In particular we propose to levy fixed charges for:

- additional assessments relating to sensitive locations, odour management plans, etc.
- assessment of Waste Recovery Plans
- application amendments made during determination which require additional consultation
- advertising
- when we issue multiple information notices relating to the same issue during an application

We also propose to levy variable supplementary charges for:

- processing and returning submissions which are not 'duly made' applications (20% of the application charge, capped at £1,500)
- additional costs incurred for high public interest applications (time and materials £100 / hour)
- processing applications for novel activity (time and materials £100 / hour)
Waste recovery plans

If your application is for the permanent deposit of waste on land as a recovery activity you need to show that by submitting a waste recovery plan (WRP). You can submit your WRP either at the pre-application stage or as part of your application. You may even choose to re-submit a revised plan after a permit is granted and while deposits are taking place.

We will charge £1,231 for each new, varied or revised WRP you submit.

Consultation question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. To recover our costs we intend to charge each time we review a waste recovery plan. Do you agree with this approach?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

Non-refundable part of charge

We check your application when it arrives to make sure it is complete and we can accept it as 'duly made' that is we have enough information to start to determine your permit application. We will contact you if information is missing.

If we cannot progress past this stage for any reason we will return the application and refund the application charge less 20% to cover our costs to that point. The amount we will retain is capped at £1,500.

Consultation question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12. Do you agree with our proposal to retain a proportion of the fee to cover costs associated with processing poor applications?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

Additional charge for high public interest applications

If we decide an application is of high public interest in accordance with our public participation statement, we will recover any additional costs we incur over and above the usual application charge, by way of a time and materials charge.

A site of high public interest could be a site that is already generating a lot of public interest, or have the potential to generate high public interest (whether for environmental, legal or political reasons). They typically would require more effort to determine the permit. This might encompass
more time to carry out technical assessments and/or enhanced public engagement throughout each stage of the application.

We will recover our costs through a time and materials charge, given the variable nature of this additional activity. The hourly rate is £100.

Consultation question

13. Do you agree with the proposals to recovering additional costs for determining public interest applications through time and materials?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

Application amendments during determination

We will charge you if you want to amend an application (before it has been determined) when that means further public consultation would be required (for example, if there is a change to the proposed operator, or where there is a significant change in activities or scale of operation)

This will be a fixed charge of £1,930. This additional charge must be paid prior to your application being determined. This is separate to the advertising charge.

Consultation question

14. Do you agree with the fixed charge approach for application amendments during determination?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

Charge for novel activities

Permit applications for activities using novel activities may need additional specialist regulatory effort and we need to recover our costs.

Novel activities are those technologies, risk assessment models or approaches that we have not authorised before. There is likely to be no existing guidance or precedent proven to be acceptable. Regulating such technologies must be carefully assessed as part of the application.

We will charge for permit applications for novel activities using a time and materials charge. The rate is £100 per hour.
Consultation question

15. Do you agree with our proposal to recover costs of determining permits for novel activities through time and materials charging?

- Yes
- No
- Not applicable

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

Charge for additional information notices

Where we need additional information to enable us to determine an application we will issue a notice requiring information.

Sometimes applicants’ responses appear to meet the requirements of the notice but still do not provide us with sufficient information to enable a permit to be issued and we then have to issue a further notice on the same issue. This causes us additional assessment costs beyond those covered by the baseline charge and we therefore propose that, when we have to issue three or more information notices relating to the same issue, we will levy a further charge to recover our additional assessment costs.

This will be a fixed charge of £1,200 for each additional notice relating to the same issue. This will only be used when we need to request the same information more than twice. Routine requests for further information are contained within our baseline charge.

Consultation question

16. Do you agree with our proposals to charge for further information requests not covered within the baseline charge?

- Yes
- No
- Not applicable

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

Variations and surrenders

If you apply to vary your permit, or if we decide to vary your permit, you may have to pay a variation charge unless the change is administrative only.

The variation charges are set out in the relevant Application Charge table in the scheme. Your application to vary can include one or more of the variation categories below if you have multiple activities

Depending on the change to the permit and the permit regime, you can apply for:

- an administrative only change (no charge)
- a minor variation at 30% of the new application charge
- a normal variation at 50% of the new application charge
• a substantial variation at 90% of the new application charge
• for Flood Risk activity permit variations we apply a fixed charge of £68 (minor variation) or £204 (any other variation)
• for variations to water discharge activity permits held by sewerage undertakers and being varied, as part of the Water Industry National Environment Programme under the 5 yearly Asset Management Plan (AMP), to secure Event Duration Monitoring we apply a fixed charge of £903
• for radioactive substances activities permit variations there are specific, fixed charges for each type of variation in each permit category detailed in the relevant Application Charge Table.

If you want to surrender part or all of your permit you may have to pay a surrender charge. This will be charged in accordance with the Application Charge tables in the scheme.

Depending on the change to the permit and the permit regime (see below), you can apply for:
• a full surrender at 60% of the new application charge
• a low risk or basic surrender at 20% of the new application charge

Consultation question

17. Do you agree with our proposal to use the new application fee as the basis for variation and surrender charges?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

Batch transfers

A batch transfer is when a number of your permits are being transferred to a single operator at or near the same time.

The total charge in that case will be the largest transfer charge in the relevant Application Charge Table in the scheme with the additional concurrent transfers reduced by 80% of the transfer charge in the relevant Application Charge Table in the scheme.

This does not apply to batch transfers of landfill permits.

Consultation question

18. Do you agree with our approach for discounting batch transfers to a single operator at the same time?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable

If not, please explain why.
4.4. Application for multiple activities under one permit

If you are applying for a permit that covers more than one type of activity described in the relevant Application Charge table in the scheme, the charge you have to pay is the sum of the activities.

The activity with the largest charge will be charged as 100% of that charge in the relevant Application Charge table.

Secondary activities which are reasonably associated to the principal activity will be charged at a reduced fee of 50% of the activity to take account of the common tasks involved during the determination such as consultation, operator competence checks, etc.

A reduced fee of 10% of the new charge for an activity will be charged if that activity is carried out multiple times on the same site.

Consultation question

19. Do you agree with the approach we have used to cover our costs associated with determining permits at multi-activity sites?
   ☐ Yes
   ☐ No
   ☐ Not applicable
   If not, please explain why.

4.5. Baseline subsistence charges (compliance stage)

We have set our baseline charges to recover the full costs of the functions we perform in regulating those permits that operate at the 'expected' compliance level.

We use a mix of different regulatory interventions to make sure permits are complied with and that any standards set in the permit remain appropriate.

We split permits into a number of different categories to reflect our different levels of regulatory effort at the compliance stage, reflecting the mix of compliance interventions that we must use to manage the risks to the environment posed by that activity. The factors that consistently lead us to define our approach at a regulated facility are:

• the nature of the activity
• the scale of the activity

We have developed baseline charges for compliance for each of our permit categories; these are listed in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. These fixed charges aim to cover the wholly predictable and planned regulatory activity that will be required when regulating permits in each category.

4.6. Supplementary subsistence charges (compliance stage)

Baseline subsistence charges cover those regulatory costs that we would always expect to incur in regulating a particular permit category. Additional costs can be incurred when one-off or uncommon situations arise. In such circumstances we propose to levy additional supplementary charges. In this way, the baseline subsistence charges can be set at the minimum level.

Consultation question
20. Please tell us if you have any comments about the approach to annual subsistence charging outlined in sections 4.5 and 4.6.

4.6.1. Non-planned compliance work

We propose to apply a time and materials approach to non-planned compliance and associated regulatory work at permitted sites.

Planned compliance activity at a site is funded through subsistence charges. Time and materials charging enables us to cost recover in that year for certain unplanned events which trigger the need for additional regulatory effort.

The circumstances where this charge is proposed to be applied would be for each of the following:

- a substantiated or confirmed pollution incident (category 1 or 2) from a permitted site where there is potential for significant harm to human health or the environment - this will apply where we do not already have an ability to cost recover for unplanned work (for example we will continue to apply section 161ZC Water Resources Act 1991 for water pollution incidents)
- the additional regulatory effort required when dealing with suspension notices for a site
  These will be charged at £84 per hour.
- the additional work required, where under a permit condition the operator provides a submission explaining how they will meet the specific requirements, for our consideration and approval
  This will be charged at £100 per hour.

See section 3.1 of Guidance to the Charging Scheme 2018 for further explanation.

Consultation question

21. Do you agree with our approach to charging for non-planned compliance work at permitted sites?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

4.6.2. A new charge at the commencement of operations

There are benefits to additional early engagement with a new operator. Making sure that an operation commences on the correct basis could save both the operator and ourselves considerable costs incurred in putting matters right later. We propose to have a first year charge to cover the costs of an additional site visit and advice, when these sites first commence operations.

This first year charge is costed to provide a specific number of hours of effort, we anticipate eight hours, at £84 per hour, for this service which would be a charge of £672.

We want to engage further with customers on this point during the consultation.
Consultation questions

22. Do you agree with the additional charge to cover extra regulation work in the first year of operation on an activity?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

23. Do you agree that this first year charge should apply across all regimes and sectors under EPR or should it apply to some sectors only? (If so which sector/s?)
☐ All regimes and sectors
☐ Some regime and sectors only
☐ Don't know
If you have answered some regimes and sectors only, please tell us which regimes and sectors it should apply to.

4.6.3. Pre Operational and pre construction charges
There may be a delay between issuing a permit and any work starting to construct or operate a facility. We propose to waive baseline subsistence charges for the period during which neither construction nor operation has commenced, to reflect that we have not yet started our regulatory scrutiny of the site. The exception is for waste incinerators and co-incinerators where we will charge a fixed pre-construction charge as in the Subsistence Charge tables, and full subsistence charges as soon as construction begins.

Consultation question

24. Do you agree with our approach to charging for pre operational and pre construction?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

4.7. Subsistence charges for multi-activity operations.
We have set out proposed charges for permitted activities, having considered these from a regime and sector perspective. For most permits the activities will fall within a single charge category and only that charge will be due, though supplementary charges may also be necessary for any first year charge, or any unplanned, unusual and exceptional work. The 'most apt' charge is levied for any single activity where there is any doubt as to the appropriate category.
However, some operations and permits cover more than one type of activity described in the charging scheme table. In these cases the subsistence charge to pay is usually the sum of the charges for the different activities (the ‘sum of all charges rule’). For example a landfill site with a permitted discharge to watercourse would pay the charge for both the regulation of the landfill and the charge for the regulation of the discharge.

We have some sectors where activities are diverse and often involve a number of complementary or ancillary activities, which could each merit a separate charge. We have sought to keep things simple for the customers affected by creating charge categories that include the most common ancillary activities – usually through a ‘component’ approach. Hence, for the Food & Drink, Paper Pulp & Textiles and Chemicals sector we have dis-applied the ‘sum of all charges rule’. This is referenced further in the section of this consultation document relating to each sector.

Within the waste transfer and treatment sector the permit categories have been specifically designed such that our regulatory costs are recovered by levying the charge for the highest cost waste installation and / or the highest cost waste operation occurring under any permit. This arrangement replaces a number of rules under our previous charging scheme, dealing with activities that might fall within a number of different charge categories, or may be charged differently if they were on adjacent land.

We have also made provision for water discharge activities to face only one charge, as they do currently, where effluents are combined into one discharge. As effluent monitoring is already addressed in the regulation of most installation facilities, we will not levy a separate water discharge charge for these cases. The exceptions are for some aspects of Onshore Oil & Gas, Mining Waste, Waste Transfer and Treatment and Landfill sectors, where we have ensured that the charges are complementary.

Consultation question

25. Please tell us if you have any comments regarding our proposed arrangements to recover regulatory costs at multi-activity sites?

☐ Yes  ☐ No  ☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

4.8. Permit Compliance

Past experience of regulating sites with environmental permits has taught us that the compliance record of the operator means we have to vary the amount of regulatory effort that we deploy to the site. The more compliant an operator, the easier it is to assure ourselves that activities are controlled and potential impacts on people and the environment are minimised. Sadly, the opposite is also true. To ensure that we look after the environment, we need to be able to put more of our effort into the non-compliant operators.

OPRA is the current risk assessment tool that helps us do this for installations and waste operations. OPRA provides an assessment of the environmental risk of operating these activities.

Our baseline charges take account of the nature of the permitted activity, the scale of the activity and for applications only the location of the activity (who or what is in the vicinity that may be affected).
Our charges should, however, also respond to the variable costs of subsistence. For waste activities and installations, we intend to continue to apply compliance band multipliers in order to recover costs associated with regulatory interventions applied to sites which are in OPRA compliance bands.

In addition we propose to provide for some of this variability by levying time and materials charges for exceptional events that occur in-year at all EPR sites.

We propose, as an interim measure, to retain the existing compliance system that is already in place in our regimes in EPR (for example installations and waste), pending roll-out of a new approach and further consultation.

**Flood risk activities**

Due to the broad range of regulated flood risk activities, although we use the Compliance Classification Scheme for flood risk activities, we have not and do not intend to charge subsistence based on OPRA compliance bands. Instead, we have developed tailored subsistence categories for these activities.

### 4.8.1. Our arrangements for compliance (installations and waste activities only)

Under our existing OPRA based charging scheme, we modify the charges that we levy for waste and installations permits based on the compliance band. This enables us to recover most of the costs for the regulatory activities incurred, in responding to permit non-compliances.

As set out in section 5 of the Guidance our Compliance Classification Scheme records breaches of permit conditions and converts this to a score. The cumulative scores for permit non-compliances recorded over a calendar year enable us to place each site into one of six ‘compliance bands’ A to F. The following year’s subsistence charge is modified to reflect the compliance band, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compliance Band</th>
<th>Impact on charge</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Discount of 5% on baseline subsistence charge</td>
<td>Good compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10% increase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>25% increase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>50% increase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>200% increase (3x baseline charge)</td>
<td>Poorest compliance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sites with poor compliance cost more to regulate, so we propose to continue to apply the existing OPRA compliance bands and compliance multipliers that our waste and installations customers are familiar with.

When unplanned compliance activity also occurs at these sites (i.e. the exceptional events outlined in section 4.6.1) the additional cost incurred can significantly outweigh even the modified charges generated under Band F. For this reason we propose to apply both cost-recovery mechanisms.
Consultation question

26. Do you agree with our interim arrangements for compliance rating outlined above?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable

If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.
4.9. EPR Regime and sector specific consultation questions
The following Consultation questions are on specific regime and sectors. We recommend that you read the guidance and the relevant charging tables before responding to the questions below.

4.9.1 Flood and Coastal Risk Management
The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for flood and coastal risk management can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.1 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.1 of the subsistence charges table.

There will be significant increases to application and subsistence charges. The current charge scheme introduced an interim flat rate application and subsistence charge that only covered costs for the simplest applications. The new charge scheme will better reflect the true costs of determining permits and monitoring compliance, and reduce reliance on taxpayer funding.

Our proposals include a basic pre-application service as part of handling applications for flood risk activity permits. Therefore routine applications will not incur any pre-application charges. However if the pre-application work requires an enhanced service this will be charged on a time and materials basis.

We also propose a four category model for compliance. Broadly speaking, the level of regulatory effort reflects the risk associated with the application, with more assessment/monitoring taking place for higher risk applications.

Consultation questions

27. Do you agree with our proposals for flood and coastal risk management permitting charges?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

28. Please tell us if you have any comments in relation to our flood and coastal risk management proposals. In particular, do our proposals cover all activities you may undertake as an operator?

4.9.2 Radioactive Substances Regulation Nuclear Sites
We issue permits and ensure compliance of nuclear site operators who dispose of radioactive waste. The permits are subject to limits and conditions set to protect people and the environment from the potentially harmful effects of radiation.

We have reviewed our hourly rates to recover costs for work related to nuclear sites. The hourly rates have not changed for a number of years, and we no longer recover costs for our activities. We are proposing an increase to the nuclear specialist hourly rate from £213 to £240. The charge rate for the technical officer of £125 per hour will remain unchanged. Our level of service to customers will remain the same.
We are reviewing our salaries for nuclear specialists to ensure we are comparable with other employers and so can recruit and retain the staff we need.

Consultation question

29. Do you agree with the proposals outlined for Radioactive Substances Regulations Nuclear?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

4.9.3 Radioactive Substances Regulation non-nuclear Sites

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the radioactive substances regulation - non-nuclear sites can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.2 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.2 of the subsistence charges table.

Increasing the charges will maintain our resources to make sure we can continue to regulate the security of radioactive sources while holding data on those sources in a secure IT environment. This is a benefit both to society and to the sector as misuse of a radioactive source would have severe consequences.

Consultation question

30. Do you agree with our revised permit categories for disposal of radioactive waste from unsealed radioactive sources?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

4.9.4 Water Quality and Groundwater Discharges

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for water quality and groundwater discharges can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.3 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.3 of the subsistence charges table.

The proposals represent a substantial simplification and modernisation of charging for water discharges which will be much better for charge payers. The previous system hasn’t changed substantially since 1992.

Charge payers will pay a fair (higher) share of the work that is needed to underpin the on-going acceptability of the discharges and permits – particularly work on environmental monitoring and planning – previously funded by taxpayers. Some £7million of costs currently funded by central government must now be recovered from permit holders to ensure that we fully recover our costs from those we regulate.
The proposed charging system will replace the existing calculation in the Charges for Discharge (CfD) scheme introduced in 1992, and will generate charges for specific discharge types that reflect the cost of our regulatory effort. CfD is based on multiplying together factors relating to the receiving environment, the volume of the discharge, and the content of it, to arrive at a charge, then where appropriate applying various exceptions and reductions to discount that charge.

We have now identified eight different types of discharges, these are:
1. Sewage
2. Intermittent sewage
3. Trade effluent and non-sewage
4. Rainfall related
5. Aquaculture
6. Cooling water
7. Non-exempt thermal
8. Groundwater activities (liquid discharges and solid deposits).

These discharges have been split into charge categories based upon the nature, volume of discharge as well as typical regulatory activities we complete for a site. We have used this in developing the proposed charges to achieve full cost recovery of our application and annual compliance effort.

Broadly speaking the amount of work we do increases with the scale of an activity and what the discharge contains. The need for in depth assessments in some cases has been taken into account in the development of the new baseline subsistence charges.

Those customers who are part of operator self-monitoring (OSM) will no longer receive a separate discount as occurred under CfD. Under our new scheme, OSM is included in the baseline charge.

The two existing application charges of £125 or £885 substantially under-recovered the costs of processing applications. We propose that these will be replaced by the new baseline application charges for each activity.

Variations will be charged as given in section 4.3.2, with the exception of domestic discharges of less than five cubic metres where the variation will remain as £125. Variations that require Event Duration Monitoring delivered under nationally negotiated AMP agreements for water and sewerage companies, these more straightforward variations will be charged at £903.

We do not propose to increase the application fee of £125, nor to charge an annual subsistence fee for discharges of sewage effluent where the maximum daily volume of discharge authorised by the permit is five cubic metres or less and the permit holder is a domestic householder or organisations and entities that operate for charitable purposes. Minimal charges will fall on householders. Further decisions can now be taken about the level of regulation and taxpayer funding devoted to these discharges.

For water and sewerage companies we have proposed to phase the AMP6 EDM permitting workload across AMP6 and AMP7 to smooth the cost of introducing charges for these variations and to reduce permitting workload pressures. Details are to be confirmed by separate agreement.

Consultation questions

| 31. Do you have any comments on our proposal to move from a charging scheme which considers the volume, chemical content and receiving water into which a discharge is made, to a simpler activity-based charging scheme? |
4.9.5 Installations: General

The regulation of installations under EPR covers a wide range of diverse sectors. In applying the common regulatory framework set out in section 3 we have been mindful of this diversity. The approach for each sector is set out below.

A common feature is that individual charge changes are highly variable, as we shift away from OPRA calculations to charges reflecting our regulatory activity; in future, sites that get the same regulatory scrutiny from us will pay the same charge – under OPRA their charges would have varied due to the interplay of different OPRA attributes.
4.9.6 Installations: Chemicals Sector

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the chemicals sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.4 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.4 of the subsistence charges table.

We have not proposed any significant shift in the way we regulate this mature and generally high performing sector.

The approach we have adopted for this sector is to differentiate sites based on the process design and the level of additional support activities on site such as combustion plant and effluent treatment facilities.

The production of organic and inorganic chemicals has been split between:

- Continuous production
- Complex batch/semi-continuous production
- Simple batch production

Charges have also been adjusted dependent on whether the plant discharges to sewer or a watercourse via an onsite effluent treatment system, or if there are other site specific factors requiring additional regulatory effort such as an onsite incinerator, or multiple processes, or multiple large combustion plants.

Consultation question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>36. Do you agree with our proposals for the installations: chemicals sector permit charges?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If not, please explain why.

4.9.7 Installations: Refineries and Fuels Sector

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for oil refineries and fuel sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.5 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.5 of the subsistence charges table.

Oil refineries and storage are highly complex processes and pose a significant hazard to communities and the environment; the impact of incidents or other poor operation can be very severe.

These businesses also present significant challenges in reducing their impact on air quality. A lot of work is needed to find solutions to mitigate this.

We will improve our approach to the regulation of refineries, fielding both a lead and support officer for each site to improve technical resilience and to allow us to respond promptly to priority issues.
4.9.8 Installations: Energy from Waste - incineration and co-incineration

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for energy from waste, incineration and co-incineration can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.6 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.6 of the subsistence charges table.

This is a mature sector, with a well-established regulatory approach that we are not proposing to change. However, our charges do change as we shift from OPRA calculations to a more cost-reflective system of charging.

In particular, we propose to include the regulatory costs associated with commissioning new waste incinerators and co-incinerators within the baseline subsistence charge (this means that subsistence charges for new facilities will be higher compared to existing ones). We also propose to apply a fixed charge during the pre-construction period for waste incinerators and co-incinerators.

Consultation question

37. Do you agree with our proposals for the installations: refineries and fuels sector permit charges?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

4.9.9 Installations: Food and Drink Sector

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the food and drink sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting
applications are in Part 1.7 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.7 of the subsistence charges table.

Overall, we do not expect much change from the current income levels and we do not propose any significant shift in the way we regulate this mature sector.

For this very diverse sector we have proposed a ‘component approach’ with additional components that can apply as well as the base level subsistence. These are needed to cover the additional activities on site that require additional regulatory effort by us, whilst avoiding the need to produce numerous additional charge activity references for these sectors. Please see the charges scheme subsistence tables for further details.

Some existing customers will see a financial benefit as a result of the review especially those previously paying more solely due to their location. Many sites will see a reduction in annual charges.

**Consultation question**

39. Do you agree with our proposals for the installations: food and drink sector permit charges?
   - ☐ Yes
   - ☐ No
   - ☐ Not applicable
   If not, please explain why.

---

**4.9.10 Installations: Onshore Oil and Gas Sector**

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the onshore oil and gas sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.8 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.8 of the subsistence charges table.

Regulation at most existing sites is unchanged and costs are now more reflective of regulatory effort.

Fracking activities will face higher costs, as we continue to support development of this new technology. In particular, Hydraulic Fracturing Plans (HFPs) will incur supplementary charges using time and materials charging. We will use an hourly rate to recover costs since the amount of work required on each HFP will vary. This will ensure that the amount paid by each operator with an HPF will be cost reflective. We will charge £125 an hour to assess and monitor an HFP. The rate reflects the higher level of technical expertise of staff involved.
Consultation questions

40. Do you agree with our proposals for the installations: onshore oil and gas sector permit charges?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

41. Do you agree with our proposal to introduce a time and materials charge for our regulatory work associated with Hydraulic Fracturing Plans?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why and how we might otherwise cover the costs incurred in relation to this regulatory work.

4.9.11 Installations: Paper, Pulp and Textile Sector

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the paper, pulp and textile sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.9 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.9 of the subsistence charges table.

The sectors are mature, good performing and we are looking to maintain current levels of regulatory effort.

Individual charge changes are highly variable, as we shift away from current calculations to charges reflecting our regulatory activity. In future, sites that get the same regulatory scrutiny from us will pay the same charge – previously their charges would have varied due to the way we calculated charges based on attributes such as complexity and emissions.

For this very diverse sector we have proposed a ‘component approach’ with additional components that can apply as well as the base level subsistence. These are needed to cover the additional activities on site that require additional regulatory effort by us, whilst avoiding the need to produce numerous additional charge activity references for these sectors. Please see the charges scheme subsistence tables for further details.
42. Do you agree with our proposals for the installations: paper, pulp and textile sector permit charges?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

43. Do you agree with our proposals for the installations: combustion and power sector permit charges?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

4.9.12 Installations: Combustion and Power Sector

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the combustion and power sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.10 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.10 of the subsistence charges table.

Many existing customers will see a financial benefit as a result of the review, many sites will see a reduction in annual charges.

Medium combustion plants

The Environment Agency will be responsible for the regulation of the Medium Combustion Plant Directive (MCPD). We estimate up to 30,000 permits needing to be issued between 2018 and 2030. The first 50 – 200 permits for new MCPD sites will need to be issued before the end of 2018. Existing sites will need to be permitted by either 2025 (5-50 megawatt thermal - MWth) or 2030 for sites 1-5MWth.

We hope to use an on-line process for the vast majority of permits. There will be, however, some 5-10% of permits that will be more complex and bespoke in nature. These include diesel arrays and data centres.

To prepare we have included two types of bespoke permit categories, setting out application charges. Subsistence activity will be subject to time and material charging if necessary. We also propose to use the default standard permit charges for the majority of the permits. This will make sure that charges can be in place for the earliest applicants.

Consultation question
4.9.13 Installations: Mining Waste Sector

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the mining waste sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.11 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.11 of the subsistence charges table.

We are proposing no significant shift in the way we regulate sites in this sector.

Annual charges rise as we move to more accurately reflect the costs of our regulatory activities.

Consultation question

44. Do you agree with our proposals for the installations: mining waste sector permit charges?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

4.9.14 Installations: Metals Sector

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the metals sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.12 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.12 of the subsistence charges table.

The new charges are a much more accurate reflection of the costs associated with regulating different sites within the sector; we do not propose any shift in the way we regulate this mature sector.

High numbers of smaller, low risk sites will see a reduction in subsistence charges – a reflection of the lower regulatory effort.

Some large, highly complex sites will see an increase in their subsistence charges – a reflection of the regulatory activity required to manage the high environmental risks posed at these sites.
4.9.15 Installations: Cement and Lime Sector

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the cement and lime sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.13 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.13 of the subsistence charges table.

The subsistence charge increase is due to a more accurate reflection of regulatory costs, particularly recent additional regulatory effort brought about by the use of waste fuels at some sites; we do not propose any shift in the way we regulate this mature sector.

Consultation question

46. Do you agree with our proposals for the installations: cement and lime sector permit charges?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

4.9.16 Installations: Intensive Farming Sector

The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the intensive farming sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.14 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.14 of the subsistence charges table.

The annual charge for all sites reduces, reflecting recent efficiencies in our inspection framework; this remains under review.

Permit Application charges will rise. This is a reflection of the cost of carrying out the permitting activity. Undertaking a thorough permit application process enables us to provide a 'lighter touch' inspection frequency.
4.9.17 Waste: General
The regulation of waste sectors under EPR covers a wide range of activities. In applying the common regulatory framework set out in section 3 we have been mindful of this diversity. In particular we have kept in mind that different regulatory provisions such as the Industrial Emissions Directive and Landfill Directive may apply to different sub-sets of activities, these can create differences in our regulatory approach during permitting and compliance activities. The approach for each sector is set out below.

A common feature is that individual charge changes are highly variable, as we shift away from a mix of OPRA calculations and fixed charges, to charges reflecting our regulatory activity; in future, sites that get the same regulatory scrutiny from us will pay the same charge.

Currently adjacent waste operation sites only attract one charge although they may be covered by two permits. We will charge for each separate activity to reflect our costs in regulating those separate activities in the future. Operators will still have the discretion to consolidate the permits to then attract a single charge.

Waste sites that have both installation and waste activities covered under one permit currently attracts two separate charges as though they were separate sites. We intend to continue with this approach to charge separately for each activity so that we fully recover the regulatory costs.

4.9.18 Waste: Land spreading (mobile plant) Sector
The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the land spreading of wastes using mobile plant can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.15 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges and deployment charges are found in Part 2.15 of the subsistence charges table.

Spreading waste to land can be beneficial as it reduces waste and it benefits the farming community by improving their land and reduces their costs.

It also poses significant risks and can have a significant impact on the environment.

Over the years, businesses have looked at more and more different types of waste material to use. It is important that we are satisfied what is good and what is bad. The level of assessment we have to do to decide this has increased.

Charges are increasing to reflect the extra effort necessary to effectively regulate the sector. As the potential environmental impacts are better understood we have to ensure a more thorough assessment to protect the land bank and ensure the right level of scrutiny. Improper use of waste can lead to long term, sometimes irreparable, damage.
Consultation question

48. Do you agree with our proposals for the waste: land spreading (mobile plant) sector permit charges?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

4.9.19 Waste: Waste Transfer and Treatment Sector
The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for waste transfer and treatment can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.16 of the application charges table. For annual compliance charges, the waste transfer and treatment sector is broken down into four sub-sectors: hazardous waste; non-hazardous and inert waste; bio waste; and metal recycling. Charges relating to annual compliance charges for these sub-sectors are found in Part 2.16 of the subsistence charges table.

Consultation question

49. Do you agree with our proposals for the waste: waste transfer and treatment sector permit charges?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

4.9.20 Waste: Landfill and Deposit for Recovery Sector
The proposed permit categories and baseline charges for the landfill and deposit for recovery sector can be found in the tables of charges in the schedule to the charging scheme. Charges relating to permitting applications are in Part 1.17 of the application charges table; annual compliance charges are found in Part 2.17 of the subsistence charges table.

We see significant rises in charges for the ‘Landfill and deposit for Recovery’ sector, particularly for closed landfill and some recovery activities, as we raise regulatory effort from unsustainably low levels to address risks of pollution and harm.

There are no application charges for closed landfills. We propose that variation and surrender charges for closed landfills will be based on the percentage of the application charge for a new facility of the same type. For example, the variation charge for a closed inert waste landfill will be based on a percentage of the application charge for a new inert waste landfill.
We propose to levy a fixed charge for high risk landfill site reviews in addition to annual subsistence charges. (This is outlined in detail in section 4.2.5 of the Guidance to Environmental Permitting (England) Charging Scheme 2018.)

Where an installation landfill ceases to accept waste for disposal, subsistence will be charged at the rate for a closed landfill from the point that we accept the site is definitively closed (see charge table, rows 2.17.1 – 3 and 2.17.7 – 11). For example, once we accept that an operational landfill for non-hazardous waste is definitely closed, we propose to charge subsistence under row 2.17.9 or 2.17.10.

The regulatory effort we apply to gas utilisation plants (whether they fall above or below the threshold in the EPR, schedule 1, section 1.1) is the same. A fixed charge will apply for these sites (see 2.17.12 of the Charge Scheme).

Consultation question

50. Do you agree with our proposals for the waste: landfill and deposit for recovery sector permit charges?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable

If not, please explain why.

4.9.21 Waste: T11 repairing or refurbishing waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE)

We currently charge £840 per 3 years for a T11 exemption, we are proposing to increase this to £1,452 to fully cover compliance checks.

Consultation question

51. Do you agree with the above increase for a T11 exemption?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable

If not, please explain why.
5. Other regulatory charging schemes

5.1. Regulatory framework
For other charging schemes/ regulatory regimes not under the EPR we have also:

- assessed our current regulatory system, how much resource we need and the contribution to the desired outcomes
- identified all the activities carried out to deliver the regulatory regime and the outputs produced by those activities
- explained the value of the desired activity in delivering our regulatory duties, our role and optimising outcomes
- explored any simplification opportunities available that could make our desired activity even more cost-beneficial
- tested the balance of desired activity to ensure optimum outcomes
- introduced charges for new services

Regimes where we propose to decrease certain charges are:
Water abstraction

Regimes where we propose an increase in certain charges are:
Control of Major Accidents and Hazards
EU Emissions Trading Scheme
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Producer Responsibility

5.2. Water abstraction

5.2.1. Water Abstraction proposals for 2018/19
We have not reviewed the structure of our water abstraction charges scheme as part of this Strategic Review of Charges as the intention is that this will happen over the next few years as part of a wider reform of the abstraction licensing system. The future reform of the licensing system is described in section 7. Whilst this work continues, there are a couple of shorter term changes that we wish to make, which we present in two proposals here. These proposals are required to ensure that our charging scheme is up to date, correctly reflects our regulatory work, and enables us to manage any surplus or deficit balances on our accounts in accordance with HM Treasury’s Managing Public Money guidance.

Reduction to the Thames regional charging area Standard Unit Charge (SUC)
Income from abstraction licences from our Thames regional charging area customers amounts to £17.2 million per year. As part of this review we propose to reduce this to better reflect our actual costs.

To reflect this reduction and to rebalance the account, we are proposing to reduce the Thames regional charging area SUC from £13.84 to £11.48 from 1 April 2018, a reduction of 17%. The SUC is one of the factors that determines the Standard Charge part of our customer’s total annual charge.
Consultation question

52. Do you agree with the proposal to reduce the Thames regional charging area Standard Unit Charge?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

Removal of the River Alre as a Supported source in Schedule 1 to the Abstraction Charges Scheme

We propose to remove the two reaches of the River Alre which are defined in the charging scheme as supported sources. The reaches involved are:

• River Alre (northern) - from the upstream limit at grid reference SU 595 334, to a downstream limit at grid reference SU 590 334
• River Alre (southern) - from the upstream limit at grid reference SU 605 324, to a downstream limit at grid reference SU 573 324

These reaches of the River Alre no longer have their flow supported, due to the revocation of our abstraction licence for the transfer of the water, and a decommissioning of the support scheme in December 2015. We now need to redefine these two stretches as ‘unsupported’ in our charging scheme.

No current licence holders are affected by this proposal as the X3 supported source factor on these two stretches of river have been waived since the date of decommissioning of the scheme. Customers abstracting from these reaches in the future will no longer have this supported source multiplier applied to the Standard Charge part of their annual subsistence charge.

Consultation question

53. Do you agree with the proposal to remove the River Alre (northern and southern reaches) from the list of supported sources in the Abstraction charging scheme?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

5.3. Control of Major Accidents and Hazards (COMAH)

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and Environment Agency are the Competent Authorities to enforce the COMAH Regulations in England. We have a statutory responsibility to provide regulatory oversight of high-hazard industries using or storing quantities of dangerous substances that fall into the scope of the COMAH Regulations. Businesses must take all necessary measures to prevent major accidents involving dangerous substances and limit the consequences to people and the environment should any major accidents occur.
The Environment Agency’s role is to: assess safety reports and accident prevention policy; undertake inspections of COMAH establishments; and investigate, report on and enforce against major accidents. We have and continue to implement improvements to charge recovery through the COMAH Regime Assurance Group.

The system of cost recovery used by Competent Authorities in performing its COMAH statutory functions is based on the amount of time expended carrying out its functions with regard to that establishment on any given occasion or occasions and includes all relevant costs. This is charged by both the Environment Agency and the HSE on an hourly rate basis.

**Charge Proposals**

We have reviewed our hourly rates to recover our costs for work related to COMAH sites. The hourly rate has not changed for a number of years and no longer covers our full costs. Whilst we will be able to improve the efficiency of our activity, we still require an increase to the hourly rate used to move us closer to full cost recovery.

We propose to set a charge of £161 per hour. This represents a step change in our COMAH income but is some way from full cost recovery.

We plan to further review this whilst we look to review/implement further efficiencies both internally and potentially across our partner Competent Authorities. We propose to look to do this after a mid-point review of the current work from April 2020/21. With the annual review for COMAH charging, however, we may make an increase in 19/20 if we were in a position and have agreement to do so.

**External Emergency Plans**

We also propose to introduce a new hourly rate charge to recover costs from our role to assess external emergency plans. Our ability to charge for this activity was introduced through Regulation 29 of the COMAH Regulations 2015.

External emergency plans are developed by and are the responsibility of local authorities. They rely on designated authorities such as the Environment Agency to test them. They are required to test the plans every three years. Where a local authority requests the support of a designated authority to test an external emergency plan, we must co-operate and assist them.

As a designated authority, we provide staff with appropriate expertise to ensure that the testing of the plan is robust and suitable to protect people and the environment should a real incident occur. We may also provide staff with appropriate expertise to support the development of the test.

We propose to introduce an hourly rate charge of £84 to recover our costs for this work. We will charge the local authority for the agreed costs for our involvement in testing an emergency plan.

As with other COMAH work, we use an hourly rate to recover costs for time expended carrying out our role for individual local authorities. The staff we use to assess external emergency plans are incident management staff, who have a lower cost compared to COMAH technical officers and hence why the hourly rate proposed for external emergency plans is lower than for that of work on COMAH sites.
Consultation questions

54. Do you agree with the proposed increase in our hourly rate charged for Control of Major Accidents and Hazards (COMAH)?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

55. Do you agree with the proposed introduction of a new charge for work on external emergency plans?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

5.4. European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS)

Background
The EU ETS is a cornerstone of European Union policy to meet Kyoto Protocol and future Paris Agreement commitments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The EU ETS also has a similarly significant role in helping the UK Government to meet carbon budgets set out under the Climate Change Act 2008.

We are responsible for regulating operators and aircraft operators, ensuring compliance and enforcement of the EU ETS in England. We also administer the EU ETS Registry (a database hosted by the European Commission where EU ETS allowances can be transferred and surrendered) for the whole of the UK.

The work is split into three broad areas:
• EU ETS installations – electricity generation and the main energy-intensive industries – power stations, refineries, iron and steel, cement and lime, paper, food and drink, glass, ceramics, engineering and the manufacture of vehicles
• EU ETS aviation – mainly commercial airlines but some private and business jets
• Registry – the registry used to trade and surrender allowances
• There are several types of registry accounts including:
  o operator accounts required as part of EU ETS participation
trading accounts opened by financial institutions and some private individuals to trade carbon allowances - the opening of trading accounts is voluntary and is for the purpose of trading in carbon allowances

In the UK there are about 1,000 installations participating in the EU ETS of which about 740 are regulated by the Environment Agency. There are a further 140 aviation operators that are regulated by the Environment Agency.

The Environment Agency charges for determining permits and emission plans. These charges provide for:

- the opening of a registry account (required to trade and surrender allowances)
- annual subsistence for the maintenance of accounts
- additional events such as transfer, surrender or revocation of the permit, and project activities

**Rationale for New Charges**

The current charges reflect a scheme that was largely designed for the first phase of the scheme in 2005. This has been added to incrementally since then as policy and legislative changes have brought in new sectors, types of permit, a big reduction in the number of aircraft operators, a Union Registry, and increasingly sophisticated trading facilities. Our charges under this scheme have not been reviewed since 2011. However, the requirements of the scheme have changed and we are no longer recovering the cost of our work.

The permitting and subsistence charges were originally based on the polluter pays principle with the largest emitters paying the most and the smallest the least. Three bands of charges were established which aligned with EU ETS thresholds specified for monitoring and reporting requirements.

We propose to move from tiered subsistence charges for all our ETS customers to two flat charges for operators of installations and aircraft. This change reflects the automation of our delivery of the EU ETS since 2012 as well as changes to EU policy on aviation in 2013. Our automation has reduced the administrative effort we expend on our larger emitters. As a result, there is no significant difference in effort expended on customers regardless of their emissions.

We propose to remove the variation charge and include this in the subsistence charge. This will simplify the charging scheme and reduce the administrative burdens to customers.

We propose to increase charges in relation to the opening of registry accounts. Enhanced security checks for those opening an account and approving users have been introduced to the regulations to counter banking and money laundering. This has resulted in an increased effort for both account applications and new user determination, and as such we propose to increase these charges to reflect our increased costs.

**Charges proposals**

We propose to retain the structure of the existing scheme with the following changes:

- replace the current tiered subsistence charge with flat charges
- remove the aviation and installations variation charges
- remove redundant charges for non-emitters
- change to registry charges as set out below

All other charges will remain the same.

**Annual subsistence charges**

The new flat rate charge for operators of installations will be £3,065.

The new flat rate charge for aviation customers will be £3,135.

The charge for non-emitters will also be removed.

**Registry charges**
Opening a registry account
The charge for opening a registry person holding account or trading account is proposed to be increased from £190 to £915. The charge for opening a verifier account is proposed to be increased from £190 to £500. These are cost reflective.

Change of registry authorised representative
We propose to apply a charge of £880 for a change of registry authorised representative. This will apply to all installation and aviation operators, verifiers and holders of person holding and trading accounts.

There is currently no charge for this work for operators. The charge for person holding and trading account holders is currently £55.

Annual registry subsistence charge
The cost of maintaining a registry person holding or trading account has reduced, so the annual subsistence charge is proposed to be reduced from £380 to £255 per year. Again, this is cost reflective. This charge will also apply to those with former operator holding accounts

Consultation questions

56. Do you agree with the proposal to move from tiered charges to one flat rate annual subsistence charge for installations operators and one flat rate annual subsistence charge for aviation customers?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

57. Do you agree with the proposal to amend the registry charges?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.

5.5. Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
Background
Regulating the WEEE system (which flows from the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Regulations 2013) is funded directly by the businesses that operate within the system. We have identified that we do not receive sufficient WEEE income to fund our regulatory activity. We therefore need to adjust our WEEE charging scheme to enable us to achieve full cost recovery.

The WEEE system is built around three main customer groups (Producers, Compliance Scheme and treatment operators and exporters) working together to deliver the overall outcome of increased recovery and recycling of waste electrical products.
We regulate all customers in England, ensuring that: producers are correctly meeting their obligations; compliance schemes are approved to operate, are viable and able to meet their members’ obligations; treatment operators and exporters are approved and monitored to ensure they issuing valid evidence of WEEE treatment, recovery and recycling. Our regulatory effort ensures obligations are being met and any non-compliance is addressed, maintaining a level playing field for all operators and helping ensure that the UK meets recycling targets.

**Rationale for New Charges**

It is critical that within the system we have sufficient treatment operators able to treat, recover and recycle WEEE and issue the ‘evidence’ to allow producers to meet their statutory obligations. It is also important that there is effective regulation of this part of the system to ensure it operates in a fair and compliant manner.

The proposed new charge will have the least impact on the operation of the WEEE system and the market dynamics between the three main industry groups and allow us to fully recover our regulatory costs.

Both the regulatory costs and the more significant recovery/recycling costs in the WEEE system are ultimately borne by Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE) producers, and we are proposing that this group will pay the bulk of costs as the main beneficiaries of our regulatory activity as we move to a full cost recovery position.

We have proposed only a modest increase to the charge for Approved Authorised Treatment Facilities (AATFs) and Approved Exporters (AEs), with a higher proportion of the under recovery of our costs being met through the revised producer registration charge. In addition, we have proposed a subsistence fee for compliance schemes to cover the costs associated with our regulatory activity with this customer group. Currently, compliance schemes do not pay directly towards the costs of regulating them.

**Charges proposals**

**Producer Charges**

We propose to introduce a single £800 charge for all ‘Large’ EEE producers (that place more than 5T EEE on the market each year). This simplifies the information needed from producers and schemes at registration, compared to the existing position where producers must justify their eligibility for a specific charge band. The existing charge bands do not have any direct relationship to the amount of EEE placed on the market nor the regulatory effort required for compliance monitoring of an EEE producer. The proposed approach provides for a more even approach to all EEE producers who are required to register.

Charges for ‘Small’ producers (that place less than 5T EEE on the market each year) will remain at £30.

**Producer Compliance Scheme Charges**

We propose to introduce an annual subsistence charge of £12,500 for compliance schemes.

Currently schemes only pass on a registration fee per member but do not pay directly for the core work needed to regulate a compliance scheme.

We will retain the current one-off scheme approval fee of £12,150.

**AATF and AE charges**

Charges for Large AATFs and AEs (that issue more than 400T of evidence each year) will increase from £2,570 to £3,500, and Small AATFs and AEs (that issue 400T or less of evidence each year) charges would increase from £500 to £600.

The charge payable by an exporter if they add an additional overseas export site to their approval will rise from £110 to £150 for each request.

**Regulatory change**

Our charge proposals have been developed based on the number of EEE producers whose principal place of business is in England. All large producers have to be a member of a compliance...
scheme and a compliance scheme can seek approval from any of the four UK environment agencies. As a result there is flexibility as to where a producer registration is made by virtue of being able to join any of the UK approved compliance schemes. There is therefore a risk that producers will migrate to compliance schemes who are approved by other agencies, and who have lower registration charges. If this occurred, it would undermine the approach we have adopted whereby producers pay a larger proportion of the overall Environment Agency costs for regulating the WEEE system.

In order to mitigate this, Defra have agreed to consult on introducing a regulatory amendment that would have the effect of requiring all large producers to pay the registration charge applicable to them, based on where their principal place of business is. Thus the proposal is that an English based producer who chooses to join a compliance scheme approved by one of the other agencies, would still be required to pay the Environment Agency registration charge. The reverse position would also apply, for example a Scottish based producer joining an Environment Agency approved compliance scheme, would be required to pay the prevailing Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) EEE producer registration charge. The agencies would work with each other to facilitate the transfer of registration charges between them.

In considering any regulatory change a key outcome for Defra, will be to ensure that none of the agencies’ cost recovery position is adversely impacted as a consequence.

This regulatory change would not remove the flexibility for a producer to join any UK approved compliance scheme.

**Consultation questions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>58. Do you agree with our proposed increases to large producer charges?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If not, please explain why.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>59. Do you agree with our proposed increases to AATF and AEs charges?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If not, please explain why.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
60. Do you agree with our proposal to introduce an annual subsistence charge for compliance schemes?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable
If not, please explain why.
6. Charging for discretionary services

We have looked at a number of areas where we need or want to explore options to introduce new charges to help make sure that:

- we can provide Definition of Waste services
- we are recovering the appropriate level of income for chargeable activities or services we provide to customers
- there is a consistent approach to charging
- we understand where our time and money is going
- there is buy-in and support to our approach across industry, customers and government

Activities where we propose to charge for discretionary services

- EPR permitting: discretionary pre-application advice service (all regimes) - new charge (see section 4.3.1)
- Definition of waste services - new charge
- Planning advice - increased charge
- Marine Licensing - new charge

6.1. Definition of Waste services

The Definition of Waste (DoW) services support business by helping them to determine whether their material is:

- never a waste
- a waste
- a by-product, or
- no longer a waste (end of waste)

If a material is not waste, waste regulatory controls do not apply and the material can be put on the market as a product. This can lead to significant financial and other business benefits.

There is no legal requirement for customers to seek a DoW opinion from the Environment Agency. Businesses can choose to make their own assessment by using freely available definition of waste guidance and tools but many customers want the surety of our opinion on whether their material is a waste or not.

Providing formal DoW opinions is a discretionary service and previously we have not charged for it. It has been funded from Grant in Aid and costs over £400,000 per year to run (depending on the level of requests we receive and assess). With increasing resource and funding constraints, we could not maintain the resources to provide the services and have had to suspend them at present.

We usually have around 80 requests for DoW opinions per year. The materials vary from individual wastes from single sites to whole waste streams covered by DoW frameworks such as waste Quality Protocols.

We need to secure sustainable funding to recover the cost of providing the DoW services by introducing a fee. The charge will enable us to provide the discretionary DoW services and in many cases reduce the timescales for providing the opinion.

Without charging, we will not be able to provide DoW services.

Details of the proposed charge
If a customer would like our DoW opinion on their material, they will need to enter into a charging agreement with us at a set hourly rate of £125. The total fee will be calculated on the actual amount of hours spent assessing each submission.

Customers will pay an interim fee of £750 on submission of a request for our DoW opinion, equivalent to 6 hours work. This is the minimum time required to complete an initial review of the information submitted and estimate the resources needed, plus activities such as administration and tracking.

The customer will then be provided with an estimate of cost of the further work required to complete the full technical and legal assessment and provide a formal opinion, calculated as the estimated number of hours required times the hourly rate. Customers can agree to continue with the assessment on that basis, or withdraw at that point without incurring further costs.

When a charging agreement between us and the customer is in place, including the expected number of hours, we will continue with the assessment and invoice the customer for the hours spent. This will either be done in one go or with a series of regular invoices if the work continues for a period of time.

We will charge for the service regardless of the outcome of the assessment.

**Consultation questions**

61. Have you used our Definition of Waste panel service?
   - ☐ Yes
   - ☐ No
   If Yes, was our opinion that your material was:
     - ☐ A waste (including where we were not able to make a decision due to insufficient information)
     - ☐ Not a waste (including by-product or end of waste)

62. Do you use the waste quality protocols or other end of waste framework?
   - ☐ Yes
   - ☐ No
   If Yes, which?

63. Do you support our proposal to recover the cost of providing Definition of Waste services outlined in section 6.1?
   - ☐ Yes
   - ☐ No
   - ☐ Not applicable
   If not, please explain why.
6.2 Planning advice

We have a statutory planning role, both advising on local plans and in responding to consultations on individual planning applications.

Increasingly, our customers tell us that our advice is most valuable at the early stages of proposals, advising both strategically and at pre-application, to avoid unnecessary cost and delays later in the process. In order to maintain this service into the future, we need to recover our costs for doing so.

Our standard service, consists of two stages:

1. the preliminary opinion: a free service for all developments, irrespective of scale and complexity, funded through our grant-in-aid from Defra rather than charges income - this outlines the issues, relevant to our role and function that will need to be considered as part of the development proposal, and identifies the necessary information required to enable us to provide a substantive response to the subsequent planning application
2. a voluntary bespoke charging agreement where we can provide more detailed technical advice about the proposal: our charged advice is provided through a formal agreement made up of an offer letter, a programme of advice and standard terms and conditions - we charge an hourly rate to cover our costs in providing that advice, since each individual agreement will vary in the amount of time and resource required to provide our technical advice

Proposal

We propose to increase the hourly rate from £84 to £100 to ensure that we continue to recover our full costs.

Since we first started using the £84 hourly rate, we now have a better understanding of the division of work within the grades of staff and our various business functions that contribute to this work. We have reviewed our activities and cost base for the people involved in delivering this work, and calculated that we should instead by charging £100 per hour to recover our full costs.

We propose to continue to develop and market this service, offering detailed bespoke spatial planning advice at all key phases of development. This includes (but not exclusively) strategic advice to developers, Local Enterprise Partnerships, Local Nature Partnerships, Enterprise Zones and to those involved in the discretionary phases of the Local Plan process.

In all cases, our service will be voluntary; we will not impose a charged service on any developer.

Consultation questions

64. Please tell us if you have any further comments on Definition of Waste Charging proposals.
65. Do you agree with our proposed increase to the hourly rate charged for our bespoke spatial planning advice service?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable

If not, please explain why.

66. Do you have any concerns that the proposal to increase the charge for our discretionary planning advice service might compromise our ability to carry out our statutory planning advice duties?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Not applicable

If not, please explain why.

6.3 Marine licensing advice

We propose to recover the costs of our marine licencing advice in the same way we already recover our costs for other planning advice.

**Marine licensing advice**

We give advice about some activities that require a marine licence. For example, construction, dredging and disposal activities in our estuaries and along our coasts.

We offer advice about things such as:

- flood and coastal risk management
- pollution prevention
- impacts on water bodies, including water quality
- impacts on biodiversity and fisheries

Our advice can be given before or after a marine licence application is submitted. It can also be given after a marine licence has been granted.

This is the same as our planning advice. We advise about the same topics, at the same time and in the same way. We are required by government to recover the costs of this service just like we already do for planning advice.

**Proposal**

Our Charging for Planning Advice offers a free preliminary opinion and then offers the option of discretionary technical advice with a charge. We propose to take the same approach for marine licensing advice, charging the same hourly rate of £100 for the service.

**Preliminary opinion**
This would outline issues for the project to consider and is a free service for all developments irrespective of scale and complexity. It would also identify the information we would need to see when consulted by the Marine Management Organisation about the marine licence application.

**Discretionary service for more detailed advice**

This detailed technical advice could include meetings and reviews of technical documentation and is a voluntary service - where we can provide more detailed technical advice about the proposal. This charged advice is provided through a formal agreement made up of an offer letter, a programme of advice and standard terms and conditions.

This two stage approach would allow us to recover our costs in a proportionate way. Many smaller projects and lower risk activities would get all the advice they need in the preliminary opinion. Larger, more complicated projects would be able to pay for more detailed technical advice.

All our advice would remain discretionary. There would be no obligation for people to seek our advice before submitting a marine licence application.

We propose to introduce a new hourly charge of £100 based on our charge modelling. This charge will recover our costs of providing advice to developers looking to take forward developments in the marine area. The charge is designed to ensure that we fully recover our costs.

We are also working with other Defra bodies to review other aspects of our marine advice and additional proposals may be brought forward in future.

**Consultation questions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>67. In line with our planning advice service, do you agree with our proposal to introduce a discretionary hourly rate service for our marine licensing advice service?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If not, please explain why.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Future developments

There are three future developments we would like to bring to your attention:

• Performance-based regulation - see section 7.1 below
• Reform of the abstraction regime and charging scheme - see section 7.2
• Review of Navigation charges - see section 7.3

7.1. Performance based regulation

Over the next few years, we will be engaging with our customers to develop and shape proposals which explore opportunities to change the way we regulate. These proposals are collectively known as Performance Based Regulation.

We hope to begin consulting on options relating to Performance Based Regulation in 2018, with continuing development over the next few years. At the end of that process it is our intention to consult on proposals for linking all or part of Performance Based Regulation to charges for EPR sites.

7.2. Forward Look for Abstraction Charges

The abstraction licensing system is being reformed. As part of this, abstraction and impoundment licences are proposed to be brought into the Environmental Permitting Regulations. This will align abstraction licences with other environmental permits. Alongside the reform of the abstraction licensing system, we will also be reviewing abstraction charges in line with the aims of the Strategic Review of Charges and to align with the strategic framework being consulted on for current regimes in EPR.

In reviewing the abstraction charges scheme:

• We will ensure the cost of Water Resources management activities which allow all abstractors to operate in the water environment are fully, fairly and equitably recovered from all abstractors, by:
  o introducing categories of charges to recover the costs of baseline water resource management activities, for example planning, monitoring, assessing and reporting on the water availability within catchments
  o considering options to introduce subsistence charges to recover the costs associated with the service we provide for water transfer type activities and impoundments, which are currently exempt from subsistence charges

• We will review how the costs of our operational activities and specific services provided to support our regulatory role are recovered in a transparent and equitable way from those who benefit, by:
  o reviewing our approach to recovering the cost of the operational service we provide to specific groups of abstractors, for example the costs of managing, maintaining and operating our augmentation and transfer schemes; this may include ending the classification of some supported sources, modifying the extent of others and potentially seeking to classify new supported sources
  o exploring new options to better reflect the costs of our groundwater modelling service and the services we provide in catchments which help to define our policy where either levels of abstraction are unsustainable or where the hydrology is failing to support Good Ecological Status

• We will ensure the scheme can respond to cost variability within England, while ensuring stability for charge payers, by:
proposing to move away from eight regional charge account areas to one national charge account and addressing how the variability in the level of water resource management activity, driven by geographical, political and demographic differences is reflected in charges. We will look at options for doing this ensuring that we provide abstractors with transparency and regulatory protection and assessment of their effects on the water environment, as well as their future sustainability.

working with Natural Resources Wales to review options for setting charges in the cross border catchments between England and Wales.

- We will review application charges to ensure they fully recover the cost of the application and determination service, by:
  - amending application charges, including the cost of our pre-application service, to reflect the level of effort associated with determining different types of application
  - considering options to recover the costs associated with Groundwater Investigation Consents, as and when legislation allows

- We will ensure that the scheme is fit for the future under Abstraction Reform, by:
  - understanding how new licensing approaches alter the operational cost of water management and exploring options to recover the potential costs fairly and equitably from those who benefit
  - reviewing the future requirement to recover costs of compensation liabilities through our charges

The timetable for reforming the abstraction charges framework is still to be determined; timing will be aligned to complement the move of licensing into EPR. We will engage and develop our proposals in collaboration with our customers and will undertake a full consultation in the future.

Consultation question

68. Please tell us if you have any comments on our plans to review abstraction charges.

7.3. Navigation

7.3.1. Background
The Environment Agency is the second largest Navigation Authority in the UK, responsible for managing 1,000 km of inland waterways. It’s our job to keep them open and safe for a variety of uses, but especially for boating.

In total, there are around 26,000 recreational and commercial boats kept or used on the waterways we manage. It’s a legal requirement for these boats to register with us and we make a charge for this, so that those who benefit from the navigation services we provide contribute towards the significant costs of managing and maintaining the waterways.

The current costs of the services we provide far exceed the costs recovered (broadly 25%) from customer charges for the benefits they receive in each waterways area. If we maintain charges at the current level there will be a detrimental impact in the quality of maintenance and service we can offer.
We are required to conduct a review of our regulatory approach and charging schemes to make sure they are fair, transparent and that we move towards cost-reflective charging – that is, that the true cost of the services we provide for our customers’ benefit is recovered through the boat registration charges they pay.

7.3.2. Forward look for Navigation charges

We plan to conduct a full review of Navigation charges with the aim of creating a 5-year charging plan for boat registration charges 2019-2023. We will:

• review how the costs of our Navigation operational activities and specific services provided across our waterways are recovered fairly and equitably from those who benefit by keeping or using a boat on them
• review the service offer across our waterways, understanding what services are important to local customers’ needs and expectations and to what level they are prepared to pay for them, or see them reduce or stop

We plan to review the current boat registration charges scheme which we recognise is complicated, different for each waterway we manage, and has not been reviewed for many years. We will review and simplify our charges scheme, introducing consistency where it makes sense to do so, and making it easier for our customers to understand and our staff to apply.

We plan to engage and develop our proposals with our customers through this pre-consultation, face-to-face workshops in early 2018 and a full public consultation in spring/summer of 2018 prior to implementing any changes in January 2019.

Consultation questions

69. What factors do you think should determine how we calculate the boat registration charge?

70. We would appreciate your comments and feedback to help develop our proposals. What would you like to see included within a revised boat registration charges scheme?

71. Please rate the following elements of service based on how important they are to you, using the key below? You can choose the same number more than once.

(1 important /2 like to have /3 don’t mind/4 could manage without / 5 don’t want or need/6 unsure)

• Choose an item. Channel dredging
• Choose an item. Tree and vegetation clearance
• Choose an item. Assisted passage (staff to operate locks)
• Choose an item. Routine patrolling by staff on patrol launches
• Choose an item. Compliance and enforcement checks
• Choose an item. Provision of facilities (e.g moorings / water / refuse and sewage disposal)
• Other (please specify)
72. Do you have any other comments on the above plans to review Navigation charges and the boat registration charges scheme?

73. Would you be interested in attending a workshop to help us shape our new proposals? If so, please provide your contact details here:
8. Responding to this consultation

8.1. Comments on specific issues
This consultation will start on 30 November 2017 and run until 26 January 2018

Consultation questions

74. Please give us any further comments on our proposals which have not been covered elsewhere in the questions, i.e. If none of the questions throughout the consultation have enabled you to raise further specific issues with these proposals please set them out here with any accompanying evidence.

Economic impacts or barriers to entry questions

We would like to seek your views and analysis so that we can understand the impacts and benefits, as you consider them, of the proposals. This includes if you consider these proposals to have any significant economic impacts or perceive any barriers to market entry. If there are significant impacts, we would like to hear from you about any mechanisms you think could be used to mitigate these effects.

75. We would be interested in any analysis you have that suggests our proposals will influence the market conditions in your sector and whether there will be an impact on future investment decisions and on new entrants to the sector?

Please provide full evidence you have to support your answer along with any possible mitigating actions.

76. Do you have any analysis that suggests the charge increases will impact on SMEs in your sector?

If so, which companies are most likely to be affected and what do you think will be the consequences?

Please provide any evidence / data along with any mitigating options.
8.2. How to respond

You can view the consultation documents and questions online at: https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/engagement/environmentagency-charging-proposals-fromapril2018

Here, you can submit your response using our online tool which will enable you to manage your comments more effectively. It will also help us to gather and summarise responses quickly and accurately as well as reducing the costs of the consultation.

If you prefer to submit your response by email or letter, or if you would like to ask for a printed version of the document to be posted to you, please contact our National Customer Contact Centre on 03708 506 506 (Minicom, for the hard of hearing; 03702 422 549), Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm, or email enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk

If you would like to send your response by post, please send your completed response by 12th January 2018 to:

Environment Agency
Charge Proposals from April 2018
National Customer Contact Centre
PO Box 544
Bow Bridge Close
Bradmarsh Business Park
Templeborough
Rotherham
S60 1BY

8.3. About you

When we come to analyse the results of this consultation, it would help us to know if you are responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation or group.

77. Please select from the following options:

☐ Responding as an individual

☐ Responding on behalf of an organisation or group

☐ Other

If you’re responding on behalf of an organisation or group, please tell us who you are responding on behalf of and include its type e.g. business, environmental group.
8.4. How we will use your information
We will use your information to help shape these charging proposals.

If you respond online and provide an email address, your response will be automatically acknowledged. We will not be publishing individual responses to the consultation. However, after the consultation has closed, we will publish a consultation response document on the gov.uk website and contact you to let you know when this is available. We will not respond individually to responses.

In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act 2000, we may be required to publish your response to this consultation, but will not include any personal information. If you have requested your response be kept confidential, you must tell us why.

80. Can we publish your response?
We will only publish parts of your response that do not contain any personal information.

☐ Yes
☐ No

If, no, please tell us why below as we will need to understand this when responding to any Freedom of Information requests
8.5. Consultation principles
We are running this consultation in accordance with the guidance set out in the government's Consultation Principles.

If you have any queries or complaints about the way this consultation has been carried out, please contact:

Environment Agency
Charge Proposals from April 2018
National Customer Contact Centre
PO Box 544
Bow Bridge Close
Bradmarsh Business Park
Templeborough
Rotherham
S60 1BY

Email: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
Would you like to find out more about us or about your environment?

Then call us on
03708 506 506 (Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm)

email
enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk

or visit our website
www.gov.uk/environment-agency

incident hotline 0800 807060 (24 hours)
floodline 0345 988 1188 (24 hours)

Find out about call charges (www.gov.uk/call-charges)